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OF HADAMARD GAP SERIES

ROBERT M. GETHNER

Abstract. A complex number z is in the final set of an analytic function /,

as defined by Pólya, if every neighborhood of z contains zeros of infinitely

many /<"'. If / is a Hadamard gap series, then the part of the final set in the

open disk of convergence is the origin along with a union of concentric circles.

1. Introduction

A complex number z is in the final set A(f) of an analytic function / if

every neighborhood of z contains zeros of infinitely many /M . Final sets of

various functions have been determined by Pólya [4, 5] (who introduced the

notion) and others (see [2] for references). A power series

oo

(1.1) /(z) = 5>z"<,
k=0

with ck t¿ 0 for all k, has Hadamard gaps if there exists L > 1 such that

(1.2) Nk+X/Nk > L   for all k > 0.

Theorem 1. Let f be a function whose Maclaurin series has Hadamard gaps

and (finite or infinite) radius of convergence R. Then A(f) n {\z\ < R} =
{0} U{z: \z\ e E}, where E is closed in the topology of (0,5).

Theorem 1 is best possible in the following sense.

Theorem 2. Let R be in (0, oo], and let E be closed in the topology of (0,5).

Then there exists a Hadamard gap series fi with radius of convergence R such

that A(f) n {\z\ <R} = {0} U {\z\ : z e E}.

I am grateful to L. R. Sons and W. H. J. Fuchs for advice and encouragement.

2. Proof of Theorem 1

The proof of Theorem 1 depends on two lemmas, which I will prove in §§3

and 4, respectively, concerning functions h of the form

oo

(2.1) h(z) = Y,akzn*.
fe=0
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Fix such an h and denote by R the radius of convergence of the series. Set

(2.2) p(r) = max{\ak\rn*:k>0},        v(r) = max{k: \ak\rn« = p(r)}.

(This notation is not standard; see [6, p. 3].) Finally, call a number r in (0, 5)

h-dominant if

v(r)-X oo

(2.3) £ \ak\r»>+    £    nvk(r)\ak\rn* < p(r),

k=0 ¡fc=i/(r)+l

where the first sum is taken to be zero if v(r) = 0.

The first lemma is an adaptation of [3, Theorem 6, p. 605]. Denote by

Z(s, t, 6X, 62) the number of zeros (counting multiplicity) of h in the set

{reie:s<r<t and dx < 6 < d2} .

Lemma 1. Let h have the form (2.1) (not necessarily with Hadamard gaps), and

let R, p(r), and v(r) be as above. If s and t are h-dominant, if s < t, and

if0<62-9x<2n, then
a   _ a

Z(s,t,6x, 62) - (;i„(0 - nv{s))  2      '   <v(t) + 2.

Lemma 2. Let h and R be as in Lemma 1, and suppose that there exists L > 1

such that nk+x/nk > L for all k>0. Suppose also that

(2.4) «o > max{9, exp[V(log6)(logL)]}.

Define

(2.5) x = 54<r2/(logL)(l - 1/L)(1 - L'1'3).

Then there is at least one h-dominant point in each interval (C, D) c (0, 5)
such that

(2.6) logiD/C) > x/nl0/3.

Proof of Theorem 1.  0eA(/) by (1.2).
Define hj, ak = akU), and nk = nk(j) by

OO

(2.7) hiiz) = zif^\z) = YjakznK
k=0

Then by (1.2),

(2.8) (a)   nk+x/nk>L>l,        (b)   n0 > j.

Define a set F c (0, R) as follows: r* e E if there exist an infinite set T

of positive integers and a sequence {r;}7€r such that

(2.9) (a)        lim    r¡ = r*,        (b)   no r¡ is A,-dominant.
j->oo,j€T J \   i } l

1 will show that if r* e E then {\z\ = r*} c A(/), whereas if r* £ E then

{\z\ = r*} n A(/) is empty.
Case I. r* e E. Choose {r,-} as above and define x by (2.5). By (2.8b)

and (2.9a), r¡ exp{2r/n¿/3} < R for all large j in T. Pick such a j >

max{9, exp[^/(log6)(logL)]} . By Lemma 2, there are Ay-dominant points j =

sij) in (r,exp{-2T/«¿/3},r,) and t = t(j) in (ry, r7exp{2r/«¿/3}).
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Then

(2.10) v(s,hj)<v(t,hj).

For suppose that v(s) = v(t) = p , and set

1      fp~l

1 pV     \k=a k=p+x

Then i//(s) < 1 and y/(t) < 1 by (2.3). Hence y/(rj) < 1 since y/ is convex [7,

p. 172]. Thus r¡ is A7-dominant, contrary to the definition of r¡. This proves

(2.10).
Put

Ujidi, 62) = {rew: r;exp{-2r/«¿/3} < r < r, exp{2f/n¿/3 and 6X<6< d2}.

I will show that, if j is sufficiently large, then

(2.11)
hj has at least one zero in Ujidx, d2) whenever 62 - 6X > 6nL j/(l - L x).

For xL~x | for large x, so that, when j < k, (2.8) and (2.10) give k/nk <

kL~k/j < L-J and (nv(t) - nv(s))/nv{t) > 1 - I-l'M-"«] > 1 - L'x ; thus, by
Lemma 1, the number of zeros in U¡(6X, 62) is at least

,02-fli

2tt
Z(s,t,6x, 62) > (nv(t) - nv(s))  20_     - i/(i) - 2

>il-L-x)nu{t)^wL-3vit)

> 3nv{t)L-j - 3v(t) > 3v(t) - 3u(t) = 0,

which establishes (2.11).

Now by (2.9a) and (2.8b), r, exv{-2x/nl0/3} -» r* and r7exp{2T/n¿/3} -» r*

as 7 —> oo in F. Thus (2.11) implies that every point of {\z\ = r*} is a limit

point of zeros of {hj}jÇT, so that, by (2.7), {\z\ = r*} c A(/).
Case II. r* ^ F. For all large ; and small e, r is /z;-dominant for r in

7 = (r*-e,r* + e). So by (2.3),

v(r,hj)-l oo

\hj(z)\>p(r,hj)-    Y,    \a^r"k-      E      1^1^ >°
k=0 k=v(r,hj)+X

whenever \z\ = r e I. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

3. Proof of Lemma 1

We need two more lemmas. The first is a variation on [6, Problem 66, p. 45];

the second is an adaptation of [3, Lemma 7]. Let D denote differentiation.

Lemma 3. Let J = (a, b) c M+, let g: J -► C be differentiable, and let a e Z+ .
If Im{g} changes sign at least twice in J, then lm{(rD - a)g} changes sign

there at least once.

Proof. For real r,

Im{(rD - a)g(r)} = Im jr*+1 ^-[r-g(r)]} = ra+x ̂ [r- Im{*(r)}],

and the lemma follows from Rolle's Theorem.
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For a function H analytic on a contour C, denote by A(H, C) the variation
over C of any continuous branch of axgH.

Lemma 4. Let h have the form (2.1) with radius of convergence R, let [s, t] c

(0,R), and suppose that t is h-dominant. Set I = 1(6) = {rew : s < r < t} . If

h¿0 on I, then \A(h, I)\ < n[v(t) + 1].

Proof. We may assume that 0 = 0. Set q = v(t). Choose </> so that e'^ag is
positive imaginary, and put

oo

(3.1) H(r) = e»irD - n0)(rD -»,)• •• (rD - nq-X)h(r) = E V*,
k=nq

where

(3.2) bk = (nk - n0)(nk - nx) • ■ ■ (nk - n?_i)e''%.

I claim that Im{H} does not change sign in (s, t). If the claim is correct, then
q applications of Lemma 3 show that Im{A} changes sign at most q times in

(s, t), so that the curve h(I) crosses the real axis at most q times. Therefore

\A(h, I)\ < n(q + 1), and the lemma follows.
To prove the claim, pick r in (s, t) and set

rW - Kpc it w) ■
\k=nq+i J

We have \bk\ < n\\ak\ and \bq\ > \aq\ by (3.2). Thus, since t is A-dominant
and q = v(t), (2.3) gives

rw s kW (t «>'A = m t S "ï<"l',i"") " '■
Now ^ increases, so, by (3.1),

oo

|tf(r) - ¿9r"*| <  Y, \bk\r"k = V(r)\b<,\rn< < \bq\rn".

k=q+X

But our choice of <f> makes bqrni positive imaginary, so that H(r) is in the

upper half-plane. This establishes the claim and Lemma 4.

Proof of Lemma 1. Let Y = Ix\JCtUl2\JCs, where Ix = {reWl :s<r<t}, I2 =
{rew*:s < r < t},  Cs = {seid: 0, < d < d2}, and C, = {tew: dx < 0 < d2}.
Also put P(z) = aV(s)Zn»M and Q(z) = avxy>zn^ .

First assume that h ^ 0 on Y. Then

A(h,Y)-A(P,Cs)-A(Q,Q)

[ - ' =A(h/P,Q) + A(h/Q,C,) + A(h,Ix)+ A(h, h).

Also, (2.3) gives \h(z)/P(z) - 1| < 1, and hence Re{A(z)/P(z)} > 0, for
z e Cs. So \A(h/P, Cs)\ < n. Similarly, \A(h/Q, Q)\ < n. Thus, by (3.3)
and Lemma 4,

(3.4) |A(A, D - (nv(t) - nv(s))(62 - 0,)| < In + 2n[v(t) + 1],
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and Lemma 1 follows from the argument principle. If h has zeros on Y, apply

(3.4) to a nearby contour F on which h ^ 0 and let F -> Y.

4. Proof of Lemma 2

Lemma 5. Let h, R, and L be as in Lemma 2, and let (2.4) hold. Pick m > 0
and [A, B] c (0, R), and suppose that

(4.1) \ak\s"k < \am\s"m   for allk>0 and s in [A, B]

and

(4.2) togg>n «    1/n(l0gWm)2-
A     (logL)(l - 1/L)     nm

Then there exists r in (A, B) such that (2.3) holds with v(r) = m.

Proof of Lemma 2. For each m > 0, set Im = {r > 0: \am\r"m = p(r, h)}.

Denote by (A, B) the interior of Im n (C, D). If (A, B) has no /z-dominant
points, then (4.2) must fail. Therefore, since \JIm = R+ ,

fDdx

(4.3)

,    D      r dx     ^ f dx
logr= /   V = E / T"

c       JC    x       m=0J/,n(C,fl)  X

- (lognm)2

(logF)(l-l/L)m E

Now (logx)/x'/3 < 3/e for x > 0; also, n\i3 > (Lmno)i/3 by (2.8a). Thus

(log«m)2/«m < 9e~2n2„l3/nm < 9e-2(Lmno)~x!3. So by (4.3) and (2.5),

.    D<J_6 9 ^        /3
08 C.  - -1/3 (Ina HÍ1 -1/n»2LLC- „xo/HlogL)(l-l/L)e2^Q „¿/3-

But this contradicts (2.6), and the proof is complete.

Proof of Lemma 5. Set

(4.4) (T = exp{(log«m)2/(«mlogL)}.

Then

(4.5) a > 1,

(4.6) n[" < o"k   for all k > m,

(4.7) (a)   2on'"{o(A/B)x'2Yx-x^)n'"<\,        (b)   a(A/B)l'2<l.

Proof of'(4.6). By (2.8a) and (2.4), fc < (log«fc)/(logL). Also, (logx)2/x de-
creases for x > e2 . Hence, by (4.4),

, , „ (lognk)2     (lognk)2  nk
mlognk < klognk < K

logL nk     logL

<(log«^  «,

nm     logL
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Proof of (4.1). By (4.2) and (4.4), (A/BÍx-xlL)n-l2 < o-3"™ . By (2.4), a"« >
o"0 > 6. Therefore

{o(A/B)Xl2yX~XlL)nm < a(x-llL)nm-'inm < a-nm(J-nm < a-nm iß

This yields (4.7a), and (b) follows from (a) and (4.5).
We are now ready to prove (2.3) with v(r) = m and

(4.8) r=(AB)xl2.

When k > m + 1, (2.8a) implies that

k k

(4.9) nk-nm=   £ (m,,-«,,_,) >   £ (L- l)ny-X > (L - l)nm(k - m).

y=m+X y=m+X

By (4.6), (4.1) with s = B, and (4.8), and by (4.9), (which we may apply
because of (4.7b)),

(4 10) nk\akV"k < \am\B"~{oiAIB)xl2y«

< \am\rn™on>»{oiA/B)x/2yL-x)nmik - m).

Next, if 0 < k < m - 1, then (2.8a) gives

nk < «m-i = nm - inm - «m_0 < nm - (1 - l/L)nm.

Thus, by (4.1) with s = A and (4.8),

(4.11) \ak\rn* < \am\Anm{(B/A)}^2}nk < \am\rn"'{(A/B)x'2Yx-x'L)n-.

We have m<nm< an«> from (2.4) and (4.6). Also, L-l> 1-l/Lby (2.8a).
Thus (4.11), (4.10), (4.5), and (4.7a) give

m—X oo

£ lfl*lr"t +   £  <\ak\rn*

k=0 k=m+X

iÇ\(l'l/L)nm , -*.    [*iA/B)W]W-)*.

l-[o(A/B)xl^x-xIL)nn

.„   i[2o"-][o(A/B)x'2fx-x'L)n'"\     .    . _     1/3        .     ..
-|am|r   \ i-[ff(^/ií)i/í]('-i/* j<lfl'»lr   i_i/6<la"'lr ■

This yields (2.3) and completes the proof of Lemma 5.

5. Proof of Theorem 2

The following construction is similar to that in [1].

Proof of Theorem 2. Pick positive sequences {rP}pZ0, {Rp}pL0> and {ep}pLo

so that
(a)   the set of limit points of {rP} in (0, R) is F,

an (b) rpeEF<Rp<R>

1    } (c) e,-0,

(d) RP->R.

Choose a function y/ : 1+ -* R+ such that

(5.2) [v(*)]1/x 1 1/Ä   asjc-oo.

Define / by (1.1), where {ck} and {A^} are defined inductively as follows.

Set

(5.3) (a)   N0 = 3,        (b)   c_, = l.
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Having chosen C-X, ... , c2P-X > 0 and N0, ... , N2P, pick c2P, c2P+x, N2P+X,

and N2P+2 as follows. Using (5.2) and (5.1b), pick N2P+X large enough so that

(5.4) (a)    N2P+X/N2P>2,        (b)   Nf^ > (e~^2)N^-N^,

(5.5) N2P+X log{[^(yV2P+1)]1/^+'F/>} < -2 log 3,

and

(5.6) {MN2P+x)]xlN^rP}N^IN1Pr-x < ci/^-,-

Set

(5.7) (a)   c2P+ï = y,(N1P+l),        (b)   c2P = c2P+xr^'-N".

Finally, pick N2P+2 large enough so that

(5.8) (a)    N2P+2/N2P+x>2,        (b)   2N2PJ°g^2P+1 < log3.
A2P+2

The function / just constructed satisfies

(5.9) cl2PN+2xF+' > cl/Nk   for all P > 0 and k > 2P + 1.

For odd k , (5.9) follows from (5.7a) and (5.2). If k = 2Q is even, (5.9) follows
from (5.7) and (5.6) (both with P replaced by Q):

lIXiQ _ (JIN2Q+i     ^AT2Q+1//V2e  -1   .    l/A^ß-i < J/Nir+l
C2Q       — \C2Q+X     rQ> 'Q    ^L2Q-X       -C1P+X     •

fi has radius of convergence R by (5.7a), (5.2), and (5.9). By (1.1) and (5.8a),
0 6 A(/). We need the following lemma, proved at the end of the paper, to

show that A(/)n{0< \z\ < R} = {z: |z| e E}.

Lemma 6. Let f be as above, and define <f> by

(5.10) fi{j)(z)= Y,ckNk(Nk-l).-.(Nk-j+l)zN*-i= £<Mz).
Nk>j Nk>j

If P>0, and if

(5.11) (a)   j<N2P+x    and   (b)    \z\ < RP,

then
oo

(5.12) £   \<t>jk(z)\<\<t>j,2P+x(z)\/2.
k=2P+2

Proof that A(f) n {0 < \z\ < R} c {z: \z\ e E}. By (5.1), it is enough to
show that f^(z)^0 whenever either

(5.13) j e (N2P, N2P+X]   and   0<|z|<FP

or

(5.14) j e (N2P_X, N2P]   and   z e {0 < \z\ < rPe~tp} U{rPeep < \z\ < RP}.

But if (5.13) holds, then (5.10) and (5.12) give
oo

\fi{j)(z)\>\<t>j,2P+x(z)\-   £   \<t>jk(z)\>\<t>jaP+x(z)\/2>0.
k=1P+1
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If (5.14) holds, define

(5.15) au.n-    «W^-D-^-^ + D
N2P+X(N2P+X - 1) • • • (A2,,+, - ; + l)-

Then G(j, P) > l/NJ2P+x > N^ , so that, by (5.4b),

(5.16) te-*fß)Ni,+i-N2P < G(j,P) < 1.

Also, by (5.10), (5.15), and (5.7b),

(5.17)
<j>j,2p(z)   | C2P

<f>j,2P+x(z)
^-G(j, P)\z\N"-N^ = G(j,P) (£)
C2P+X \\Z\J

ÏÏ2P+\-N2P

C2P+X

If rPe* < \z\ < RP, then |07-,2P(z)/<7i;,2p+1(z)| < (e-*)N™-N» < 3~6 by

(5.17), (5.16), (5.4b), and (5.3). Hence, by (5.10) and (5.12),
oo

|/«(z)|><¿,-,2P+1(z)|-    £    |^(Z)|-|^>2P(Z)|

k=2P+1

> \<t>j,2P+xiz)\ - \<Pj,2P+xiz)\/2 - \<pjt2P+xiz)\/36 > 0.

Similarly, if 0 < \z\ < rPe~Sp , then

\c?j,2p{z)l<t>j,2P+x(z)\ > (e*>2)N™-N» > 33

and
oo

\fiU\z)\>\<t>},2Piz)\-   £   \<t>jkiz)\-\<t>j<2P+xiz)\
k=2P+2

>\<Pj,2Piz)\-[j-^j\<Pj,2P+xiz)\>0.

Proof that {z: \z\ e E} c A(f). Fix P and set

(5.18) r = [G(2P, p)]xHN^-Nir)rp.

Then, by (5.16),

(5.19) r e (rPe-Ep , rP).

Set hj(z) = z1fü\z). For \z\ = r, we have

oo

\<¡>2P,2P(Z)\ = \(P2P,2P+X(Z)\>     £    \<j>2p,k(z)\

k=2P+2

by (5.18), (5.17), and (5.12). Thus, by (5.10) and (2.2),

P-(r, h2P) = \z21'</)2P,2j>(z)| = \z2p<l>2p,2P+x(z)\.

Therefore r violates the definition (2.3) of A2/>-dominance. It now follows
from (5.19) and (5. lea) that F is in the set of limit points of the points which

are not A2i>-dominant. Thus {z:\z\eE}c A(f) by the paragraph containing
(2.9). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Proof of Lemma 6. Pick k > 2P + 2. By (5.9) and (5.7a),

i™   cfc       loggfc at     logcap+i M
log--= ~^—Nk-N2P+X

,r 9m c2P+x        Nk N2P+X

<(Nk-N2P+x)—jj——.
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Also, (log*)/* decreases for x > N2P+X by (5.3a). Thus, by (5.8),

logNk N2P+X       logNk
N2P+ÏJJ

(5.21)

807

Nk-N2P+x      l-N2P+x/Nk   Nk

N2P+xlogN2P+2 <  log3

1/2     N2P+2

By (5.10), (5.11), (5.20), (5.21), and (5.5),

N2P+i

log
4>jkjz)

<¡>J,2P+XÍZ)
< log Ck

(5.22)

C2P+X

<(Nk-N2P+x)

+ N2P+X logNk + iNk - N2P+x)logRP

logi{¥iN2P+x)}x'N^RP) + p^

«*-«->(^)-

But iNk -N2P+X)/N2P+X >k-2P-l by (5.4a), (5.8a), and (4.9) (with L = 2,
Nk in place of nk , and m = 2P+ 1). Thus (5.22) gives

k=2P+2

4>jk{z)

4>j,2P+x{z)
< y\ e-{los3){k-2p-l) = —1/3

k=2P+2 1/3

1

2'
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